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Independence Ave 131, Gustav Voigts centre
Tel: +264 61 224 209
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IT’S TIME FOR THE PERFECT BEER

OUR PERFECT BEER IS AVAILABLE
IN 16 COUNTRIES WORLD WIDE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT NBLEXPORT@OL.NA

Not for Persons Under the Age of 18.
Enjoy Responsibly.
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First-class African Dream
Sney Rivier Lodge – Namibia
Untouched nature. Breathtaking landscape. Total relaxation.
Situated at the base of the Khoma Highlands, Sney Rivier Lodge
enjoys a unique ambience. The lodge pampers you with the
highest levels of luxury while being in the middle of the
Namibian bush. Make your African dream come true
in one of the most beautiful lodges of Namibia!

Blaser Safaris GmbH: Europastr. 1/1 · A-7540 Güssing
Phone: +43 (0) 3322 / 42963 - 0 Fax.: +43 (0) 3322 / 42963 – 59
info@blaser-safaris.com · blaser-safaris.com
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Life's about
making memories...
Namibia by Legacy

Life's about
making memories...
Namibia by Legacy

Namib desert, Swakopmund

Book YOUR unique experience with us!

Book Now.
Now
Phone:
|| Fax:
+264
Phone: +264
+264 (0)
(0) 64
64 410
410 5200
5200 Book
Fax:
+264 (0)
(0) 64
64 410
410 5360/1
5360/1
Phone: +264
(0) 61 205 5911 | Fax: +264 (0) 61 205 5205
Email:
Email: swakres@legacyhotels.co.za
swakres@legacyhotels.co.za
Email: windhoek@legacyhotels.co.za

Book Now
Book Now.
Phone: +264
+264 (0)
(0) 61
61 205
205 5911
5911 || Fax:
Fax: +264
+264 (0)
(0) 61 205
205 5205
5205
Phone:
Phone: +264 (0) 64 410 5200
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+264 (0)
64 410 5360/1
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windhoek@legacyhotels.co.za
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Email: swakres@legacyhotels.co.za

Applicable to
to SADC
SADC residents
residents only.
Applicable
only. T’s
T’s and
and c’s
c’s apply
apply

www.LegacyHotels.com

www.LegacyLifestyle.co.za
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A NAMIBIAN ROAD TRIP TO NAMUSHASHA RIVER
LODGE
Namibia’s fluvial paradise is a flawless date night planner,
with dusk setting the lighting scene in splendid hues of red,
orange, pink and purple. A reed frog chorus accompanied
by the harmonising melody of the cicada orchestra creates
the mood. With Bwabwata National Park right next door,
splendid wildlife encounters await.

A LOVE LETTER TO NAMIBIA
Viewers are whisked away in awe as this poetic tribute
to Namibia allows them to travel to its core – pure and
untouched. It speaks of hope, peace, love and fulfillment.
This country of absolute wonder and endless space can
be summed up in one word – home.

TOP DESTINATION – ETOSHA KING NEHALE
The pioneering Etosha King Nehale swings the gates wide
open to the northern reaches of the country. So, why not
travel like someone left the gate open? Those who dare
to embark on this adventure of a lifetime will experience
safari and culture wrapped up in one special package.

NAMIBIAN CUISINE
Our country’s essence is centred around the great
outdoors, and its cuisine around an open fire. This is also
where most social gatherings take place. Marrow roast
with roosterbrood and Kalahari-truffle-stuffed fillets
served on polenta, anyone? Journey into the heart of the
desert to get a taste of this art de vivre.

ASCENDING THE THRONE
On 29th June 2019, for the first time in more than 40 years,
a new Ondonga king was crowned and Tatekulu Fillemon
Shuumbwa Nangolo ascended the throne. By honouring
Namibia’s diversity, Gondwana Collection captured the
king’s speech on film. The video also features an exclusive
interview with the king himself.
AUGUST 2020
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Editor's Note
“Always carry a flagon of whiskey in case
of snakebite - and furthermore always
carry a small snake.”

industries that assures just that, and then lock down other parts
of the economy that poses significantly less danger, but which are
perceived as infinitely less excitable, and significantly … how to
put this delicately… less “hands-on” in conflict adjudication.

As silly as it sounds – I have a confession: My particularly learned
friend Antonio and I have been laughing about this silliness for
years. We often wish one another a snake sighting from opposite
ends of the globe – with the objective that the freshly shattered
nerves can be calmed with a particularly smooth single malt preferably in a sublime setting.

We are always advised by well-meaning friends to remain calm
and non-committal. PC even. One gets to a point where heeding
to well-intended advice is no longer an option. We speak for our
farmers, brewers, distillers and wine makers - and the people
directly and indirectly employed in the industry - who now
suffer gravely – from the truck drivers, forklift operators, farm
and cellar employees, cleaners and maintenance staff, people
in the bottling and labelling industries, marketing and IT and
admin folk, cork suppliers, barrel suppliers, marketing agents,
PR companies, packaging companies and their staff, logistics
companies and their employees, restaurateurs, lodge and hotel
owners and their employees… We speak for destitute parents
who did nothing to deserve this – and who have no words for
their suffering children today.

W. C. Fields

The silly quote has endured for me, because it pictures so well. In
my mind’s eye, I can see a person reaching for his or her pet snake,
getting an almighty fright, scream in horror, and promptly reach
for the hip flask to alleviate the shock and palpitations.
It is a self-perpetuating, cyclical process: Reach for the snake,
scream, reach for the flask, drink. Repeat. Create a crisis, have the
solution ready, use the solution on hand, and then create the
same crisis. That way one is assured of a drink whenever the fancy
strikes. How clever.

In the words of the great Rudyard Kipling, we offer you these
words:

‘If you can force your heart and nerve and
sinew to serve your turn long after they are
gone, and so hold on when there is nothing
in you except the Will which says to them:
‘Hold on!’

Unfortunately, people in very elevated offices have apparently
also heard the joke, and horror upon horrors – apparently, they
saw more applications for the very same process: Identify a crisis,
profess to have the solution (scientifically sound or not), then
create the crisis again…. Profess to want to stem the tide in
order to “prepare”, order a lockdown, then enable the exponential
spread of the very bug causing all the bother, by bowing to

The Michelangelo team.
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ON THE COVER:
A journey through the
Zambezi region
Heidi Machts describes this magical
journey as she guides guests through the
cultural visual and experiential highs which
the magical Zambezi Region provides
(See pages 10 - 14 for the full story)
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A journey through
the Zambezi region
Heidi Machts describes this magical journey as she guides guests through the cultural,
visual and experiential highs which the magical Zambezi Region provides

Words and photographs: Heidi Machts
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white knuckles anxiously hold on as the boat moves between the high
reeds. It’s a waiting game for the hippos…either to go to one side, or stay
submerged for us to pass them in close proximity.
It’s a short trip by boat, but we’re rewarded by the sight of many bird
species, hippos, a few buffalo, and lechwes. The landscape is beautiful, and
the guides know where one is most likely to find the animals on your checklist.
The next morning, we join the local Khwe San people on a guided
walk in Bwabwata National Park. We were shown medicinal plants, and
how to read our ‘bush newspaper’ – this consisted of a maze of tracks of
the previous night. We walked on the tracks of two male lions, and were
quite relieved on the one hand when our time ran out. It is a completely
different experience to track the big 5 on foot – scary and thrilling, yet
humbling. The Park intrigues me in the sense of the conservation efforts
they apply - this area is one of very few National Parks in the world where
communities have been allowed to stay within the area once it was
proclaimed a National Park.
Over time, the animals’ old migration routes alter as the human
population grew and more villages were established.

t is dawn, just before sunrise - the black river meanders through a sea
of sedges and reeds which with host diverse species of aquatic fauna
and flora. The cream-coloured, night-blooming White Water Lilies
(Nymphaea lotus) transform the unpredictable dark waters with a tranquil
and delicate femininity. I am sitting on the platform with my steaming cup
of coffee, the faint deep roar of a male lion stirs the emotions within me –
it is a great privilege to be at this remote corner of Southern Africa.
The Kwando-Linyanti-Chobe river system remains one of those
special retreats for me. The River (called the Rio Cuando in Portuguese)
originates in central Angola, flows on to the Zambian border, then
becomes the border between Namibia’s Zambezi Region (formerly
Caprivi Strip) and Botswana.
On our first day we visited the Mashi Craft Centre at Kongola, which
offers various crafts made by the local people. We booked a combined
boat cruise/game drive with the lodge for our first afternoon. Exploring
some areas of the river by boat, while the water levels are low, provides a
good dose of adrenaline. During these times, the hippos are also confined
to the deeper channels frequented by the boats. Wide-eyed tourists with

11
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attempt the challenging road in another gear and track…but it is such a
rewarding adventure.
We drove past the bare remains of ‘Fort Doppies’. This was used
as a South African Defence Force (SADF) Base for special ops soldiers
during the Namibian War of Independence which took place from 1966 to
1989. This part of the wilderness was unfortunately not exempted from
the course of the war.
One story which lightens the heart is that of ‘Teddy’ the mascot lion.
Teddy and his sister Lisa were born in captivity. The commander and his
wife adopted the cubs, but Lisa unfortunately succumbed to wounds
inflicted by a wild lioness. Teddy seemed to enjoy this life - joining the
soldiers on their morning run, playing soccer, swimming in croc-infested
waters and was being fed. (https://www.recce.co.za/teddy-the-lion/)
Teddy often gave uninformed visitors to the camp a great scare. A group
of cabinet ministers once came to the base, a visit not particularly looked
forward to by the operators. One of the visitors went to the bathrooms

The authorities came up with the concept of creating ‘corridors’, which
are essentially strips of land not utilised by humans to create pathways
similar to the old migration routes the animals used to travel. This National
Park falls within the Kavango-Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area
(KAZA TFCA), the expanse of which stretches across borders into Angola,
Zambia, Botswana and even Zimbabwe.
The communities here are motivated to stay in touch with their roots.
The idea behind this is that knowledge is conveyed from the older people
to the youth by ways of practical lessons; for example, how to dye fibres
naturally, weave baskets, or harvest devil’s claw sustainably. A walk
with these knowledgeable guides opens up a whole new world on the
importance of conservation.
That afternoon, armed with a cooler box of beverages, I did a selfguided drive with my guests into the Park. The roads are a real challenge
for an inexperienced 4x4 driver as the sand can be treacherous in certain
sections. I, inevitably, got stuck, but could fortunately reverse out to
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Tibetan Buddhist monks are not allowed to reincarnate after they die, unless they have been granted permission from the
government. We're not sure how they enforce this, but China is known for having some strict laws.

The heat resides as the sun approaches the silhouetted tree line.
Small flying insects attracted by the water and animals become like fireflies
against the dark backdrop. The vocal trumpeting of a juvenile male and
excitement within the elephant herd brought a smile to our faces.
On our third day we opted to stay in the area of Mudumu National Park.
A plunge in the pool and refreshing drink later on the main deck overlooking
the river was greatly appreciated. We headed out on another game drive,
the smell of the wild sage lingered in the air after a hot day, and we ended
with sundowners on the river bank, while watching some hippos frolicking
in the water.
Next morning, we travelled further south to meet with one of the local
tribes to see how they combat the challenges of living in this wilderness.
We gathered underneath a large mahogany tree where we met various
spokespersons of the Conservancy. The elephants seem to cause the
greatest nuisance by raiding their crop, while predators occasionally
harass their ‘kraals’ (a wooden enclosure) for livestock.

– some distance from the other camp facilities - and upon reopening
the door, was faced by a big male lion. The radio’s volume was too loud
to hear the plaintive shouts for help…and it was only noted hours later
that there was a person missing. The search also strangely started in the
opposite direction of the camp – the toilets were one of the last places to
be searched, and Teddy had peacefully fallen asleep outside the cubicle.
(https://www.recce.co.za/stories-about-teddy/)
During the dry season, very large numbers of elephant congregate
in these areas of the Zambezi region. I’ve counted a single herd of 200
animals; other guides have mentioned even greater numbers, as the
herds meet at the water during the afternoon. The predators seem to be
more challenging to find, but I’ve sighted wild dogs and spent kilometres
tracking the illusive lions.
The road follows the Kwando on its course. The Horse Shoe, a huge
bend in the river, is frequented by animals, and is most probably the most
iconic place for sun-downers.

13
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Who is Heidi Machts?

Here we are shown how they make their ‘chilli-bombs’. The
elephant dung is collected in the veld and made into finer particles
- the chillies are made into a powder and everything is mixed with
water. These ‘bricks’ are then laid out, dried, then get handed to the
villagers. There are multiple mounds around, around the crop fields.
Depending on the wind direction, that particular mound is set on fire
– it produces a large column of smoke with a burning sensation that
irritates the elephants and deters them from causing further damage
to the crop. It’s both cost effective and quite efficient in keeping the
elephants at bay.
In the Nkasa Rupara National Park, we stayed in beautiful luxury
tents. The view of the swamp landscape on the banks of a tributary
of the Linyanti River is magnificent. The area is preferably explored by
boat and offers an abundance of birdlife. The elephants visited our
camp one night, their great bodies camouflaged by darkness – the
only sound was the breaking of branches and rumbling of a stomach
that made their presence known.
The moon is veiled by clouds, yet vaguely mirrored in the water
in front of my tent, despite the darkness. All my senses are alert and
I feel more alive than anywhere else - now this is Africa...
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I studied BCom Tourism
Management, worked as a field
guide in two reserves, and am
now a Tourist/Culture Guide
accompanying German groups in
Southern Africa.

I’m a South African of Namibian-born parents, and since I can recall,
I’ve been a great admirer of Africa. There was no question what I would
do for a living - guiding in the bush, learning more about the animals
and flora, and sharing my passion with others. These dreams were
augmented by my interest in various cultures, curiosity to explore,
and sense of adventure. I accompanied various groups on their travels
through Southern Africa, hiking up mountains, watching hippos from a
makoro, and even once, a tour as driver-guide, driving about 12 500km
through seven countries over seven weeks. Come explore the beauty,
history and culture of these amazing places with me.
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REVEL IN EXCLUSIVE GRANDEUR
AT THE CHOBE WATER VILLAS
This is the ultimate destination for an African bush and riverside experience that
will by far surpass any others that you’ve had thus far. Book your experience now.

T +264 66 253 602 | E Chobe.Res@ol.na | W www.chobewatervillas.com
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Between
Abstract and
Representation
Namibian artist Rudolf Seibeb found his creative calling through the simple art of playing with clothes pegs
Words: Marita van Rooyen
Illustration: The Project Room
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ften times, the journey to becoming an artist is not a
straightforward path, and creativity can come about in many
a shape and form. Yes, some are born with an inherited talent
that spans generations, but many dedicate countless hours to honing
the skill, while yet others seem to stumble across their ability seemingly
out of the blue.
Rudolf Seibeb found his creative calling through the simple art of
playing with clothes pegs.

17
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A man bought a golden egg for $13,000 at a sale. It turned out it was an incredibly rare Fabergé egg, once owned by
the Emperor of Russia, that had been missing since 1902. It is worth $33,300,000.

“As a young man, I used to amuse myself with loose items lying
around the yard, like clothes pegs – I took them apart and glued them
back together again, to make small furniture pieces.” One day, a stranger
passed by and saw his miniature furniture factory and persuaded him
to apply for an art course at the John Muafangejo Art Centre (JMAC) in
Windhoek. “His interest in my hobby gave me courage, and I followed
his advice.”
Born out of a blend of boredom, curiosity and resourcefulness,
Seibeb’s early art represents a distinct style still visible in his practice
today. While his medium has shifted from pegs to paint, and subject
matter from furniture to human form – and more specifically, the face
– he maintains the connection to found objects and the use of different
elements in his work.
In a local version of Picasso’s constructed sculpturing or
assemblage methods, Seibeb uses pieces of iron, wood and concrete,
to less conventional items like animal skin and tree roots, on colourful
canvasses of human emotion and activity. His art provides a view into
cultural, social and environmental topics as experienced by those in
his community and creates a valuable insight into the artist’s life and
surrounding environment. “It is his joy in the found object, combined
with inventive composition and a mature intuition that makes his work
moving and unusual”, noted artist and art educator, Nicky Marais.
Seibeb’s work was most recently featured in Whose Role Is It To
Educate The Public About Art? A series of mobile exhibitions, it featured
art from a collective of former JMAC studio artists, with “the aim of giving
young artists the opportunity to create beyond figurative and literal
borders”. With a focus on art education and the notion of art in a public
space, the collection supports Seibeb’s opinion that art can be applied
“…as an essential tool for the education of our children, and…for the good
of all Namibians”.
Asked what draws him to being a creative, he says, “Art is something
that comes from inside of you. You can use your time to make something
special with that which you already have, and you don’t even have to
walk very far to get it! I enjoy that I can be myself through art.”

The Project Room - Namibia
32 Jenner Street in Windhoek West
theprojectroomnamibia
theprojectroomnamibia
+264 81 751 3026
Opening hours during exhibitions:
Tuesday to Saturday 10am to 1pm
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Road Trip from
Etosha King Nehale
to Namushasha
River Lodge

Connection and Celebration
Diane Arbus once said, “My favorite thing
is to go where I’ve never been.” To a lot
of wildlife and nature lovers, Etosha is not
a place of the unknown, but an intricate
love affair – a search for the alignment of
worlds so that we can be one with nature.
But Etosha King Nehale adds a whole new
dimension to Namibian tourism, and in this
regard, it is a place I had never been before,
or at least a road I had never taken before.
So, we decided to make a road trip of it.

As we raised our glasses to a silent toast at
the bar overlooking a waterhole in Etosha
National Park, an elephant cow seemed
to join in. She gracefully took a trunkful of
water and splashed it onto her back at the
exact same moment we took our first sip. It
was an indescribable magic of two worlds
aligning. I love coincidences like that. Or
was it?
The bar is in actual fact the newly-built hide
situated on a private waterhole exclusively
reserved for Etosha King Nehale guests.
With large glass windows that can slide
open, it brings guests face to face with
the majestic creatures that roam the
park freely. Avid photographers can rest
assured that it’ll be a glare-free experience
for immaculate wildlife shots. This is no
National Geographic through your TV
screen – this is real.
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Considered to be a trailblazer in the tourism
industry, the lodge connects Etosha to the
off-the-beaten-track Owambo expanse,
which in turn leads to Namibia’s northern
reaches where more culture and riverine
excursions await. Following the northern
border into the narrow strip all the way to
Namushasha River Lodge, we finished off
our road trip with another highlight – a day
excursion to Bwabwata National Park.
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An Invitation to the Royal
Palace
When it is dinner time, a gong sounds and
its vibration is the announcement, “Hear ye,
hear ye, you are invited to the festivities at
the Royal Palace.” The Aawambo people
love gathering friends and family to share
a meal. This conviviality takes place in the
soul of each homestead or palace – the
Oshoto or Oshinyanga – a place where the
people meet.
It is exactly this experience that awaits
guests at the lodge. We got together in
the circular boma – a strong symbol of
community – where we were encouraged to
kick off our shoes for an earthy connection
to the Cuvelai soil. A vibrant celebration
of drumming and story sharing followed.
This vibrancy could be felt throughout the
palace – in guests and employees alike.

Hitting the Road to the
North
After a deep connection to this area, its
people and its animals, our road trip led us
to the northern reaches of Namibia. The
beauty of a road trip is that plenty of cultural
encounters await on the roadside. One
can expect colourful encounters, amongst
which are numerous donkey carts, young
boys dexterously riding their donkeys,
women skillfully carrying wood or other
objects on their heads, and artists selling
their crafts and handiwork along the road.
You might even return home with a bright
pink ondelela (traditional Oshiwambo skirt)
yourself. During school term, youngsters
can be seen running to and from school
in their uniforms. Nothing beats being
welcomed into the region by their friendly
waving. For more insight into the region
and its people, you might want to get your
hands on a copy of Willie Olivier’s book,
entitled Discover the Colourful World of
Owambo.
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A Riverine Paradise
Hakusembe River Lodge finally awaited us
on the banks of the untamed Okavango
River – a stark contrast to the region we
had just come from. I am no birding expert,
but as soon as I saw birds associated with
water, I knew we had reached our river
oasis. That refreshing feeling of toes first
touching the lush green lawn never gets
old, even more so after another stretch of
our road trip. As we walked underneath a
canopy of large trees, I caught a glimpse of
sparkling river and immediately felt revived.
Cultural experiences in Namibia are diverse
and fascinating. The realisation of the
diversity only truly kicks in when meeting
yet another captivating culture – the kind
Kavango people. A trip to the Mbunza
Living Museum is highly recommended
for detailed and authentic insight into
their culture. A wealth of information can
be found and experienced here, including
fishing with traditional woven traps,
blacksmithing, learning about medicinal
plants, playing an African “board” game in
the sand and a taste of the mangetti fruit.
A sunset river excursion on the Okavango
will woo the hardest of hearts.

Namushasha River Lodge
On the last evening of our road trip, before
flying back to Windhoek via Katima Mulilo,
we sat on the lodge deck overlooking the
Kwando. The sun was setting, which set the
river aglow in colourful hues. Happy and
filled with gratitude, I thought back to all the
“coincidences” during our trip – something
that we experienced a lot throughout. But
perhaps coincidence is simply connection
in its purest form.

After a most hospitable stay on the
Okavango, we continued our journey into
the strip towards Namushasha River Lodge
on the Kwando River. Wildlife lovers never
want to leave and birders lose their hearts
here amongst mopane trees. And I fully get
it!
Thrilling experiences were the order of
the day ... or rather days. Always plan to
spend at least a couple of days here. One
of the highlights is a visit to the gamerich Bwabwata National Park, which offers
a completely different experience than
Etosha. A visit to the Namushasha Heritage
Centre allowed us yet another unique
cultural experience – this time while getting
to know the Mashi community.
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Giving you the
freedom to
bank safely

WEATHERMEN & CO

WEATHERMEN & CO

Manage your finances with ease, whenever and wherever.
The FNB App allows for convenient banking, made easily accessible at your fingertips. Our safe and
secure App ensures that you have 24/7 access to do all your banking. With no data cost on the
MTC network whilst making use of our App, managing your financial life has never been this easy.

For more information,
Call us on 061 299 22 22
Visit our website www.fnbnamibia.com.na
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YOU’VE MISSED THE OUTDOORS AND WE
KNOW OF THE BEST PLACE TO GET OUT TO.
Come and enjoy a trotting adventure through nature, the Midgard way.
Come and experience our tranquil farmstead oasis.

T +264 61 431 8000 | Midgard.res@ol.na
AUGUST 2020

| www.midgardcountryestate.com
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REVEL IN EXCLUSIVE GRANDEUR
AT THE CHOBE WATER VILLAS
This is the ultimate destination for an African bush and riverside experience that
will by far surpass any others that you’ve had thus far. Book your experience now.

T +264 66 253 602 | E Chobe.Res@ol.na | W www.chobewatervillas.com

THE TIME IS NOW
TO CREATE
YOUR FUTURE
The great things you do tomorrow start with the small steps you take now.
Take that step with Old Mutual. The time is now.

oldmutual.com.na

118570L

DO GREAT THINGS EVERY DAY
Old Mutual is a Licensed Financial Services Provider
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The Cry
What remains in the heart of man when everything and everyone they knew change?

Words: Mari de Klerk
Illustration: Freepik.com
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I'm saying that in the hope that people gain this profound
realisation for the simple reason that we create our world through
our feelings. Let me explain:
Feeling is the sum total of our thoughts, words and actions.
Instead of trying to only change thoughts, or words or action in a
fragmented way, why not change the feeling into what you like and
what feels good? It’s much easier to work with one element instead
of three!
The virus is instrumental to global shift. We are literally forced
to stop the doing and move into being. The busy world of our past
stopped, and I’m eternally grateful for it. Looking back into the
history of humanity, I cannot seem to find a time where there was
more depression, despair and emotional desolation than our modern
time. We can now just BE. We, as human beings, are humans being.
Perhaps it is time to step into who you are. Who are you being?
What are you being? With all the external layers peeled off, what
remains in your heart?
Standing in my shoes, I’ve experienced the best and the worst
of myself and others. And it is all okay. When we know who we are
and what we are made of, we are big enough to embrace it all. We
become softer, gentler, more loving, more forgiving, because there
is nothing to forgive. When we step into BEING, we become fulfilled
and joyful – the feelings our new world needs as foundation for the
creation of a new world I am excited to be part of.
To get back to my original question, “What remains in the heart
of man?” Love. Be love, be brave and be grace.

he juxtaposed reactions of euphoria and defiance of forced
reprieve from the rat race and bonus holiday was palpable
at the end of March 2020. Most people were convinced
that the government needed the time and space to prepare our
healthcare system, train front-liners, procure necessary equipment,
and so on. For the first time since the Rugby World Cup in 2010,
I experienced a united South Africa. Our conversations were
animated, sometimes fear-filled, nervous, supportive or joyous. The
main topic of discussion was Corona Virus, and also jokingly, as an
elderly lady on TikTok and Instagram sang ‘Corongkong Virus’, while
dancing to her own beat. For a short while, we collectively danced
to that same beat.
I remember loads of enthusiasm for the family time, DIY time,
gardening time, study time, renovation time, resting time and
reconnecting and reflecting time.
As the honeymoon-three-weeks came to an end, and the
powers that be enforced longer lockdowns, the beat became slower
and our dance laboured.
Three-and-a-half months down the line…
My heart aches for the consequences of our new lives. My soul
cries out to our Creator, “What remains?”
People I love, people like me and you, have lost so much. We
have lost our friends because they have changed, we have lost our
security because it was built on an old idea, we have lost stability
because our perception of stability is shattered. We have lost a
world, and the strange thing is that it still looks the same, our bodies
are the same, but, and this is the big but, everything FEELS different.

“We, as human beings,
are humans being.”

To share more of these ideas and get your
feedback, I would enjoy hearing from you:
mari@greatbrandsmedia.com
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Kayaking At
Pelican Point
It’s not only great fun, but kayaking at Pelican Point in Walvis Bay in Namibia, is a
golden opportunity to see all the wild and wet marine life in the bay

Edited: Anne Schauffer
Photographs: Eco Marine Kayak Tours
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ocal brothers Kevin and Graham van Schalkwyk are Eco Marine,
a well-established kayaking tour company which operates
out of Walvis Bay. The company began in 1997, with the idea
of conducting ecotours to the region’s 50 000 strong Cape Fur Seal
colony. Eco Marine has fully licensed double and single sit-in kayaks, and
they’ll take out up to 12 doubles a trip. The team provides guests with
warm jackets, waterproof shoes and pants, and dry bags for cameras.
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Everybody meets at the Angling club in Walvis Bay at 8am, and are
driven in 4x4s to Pelican Point to kayak with seals and often dolphins. As
Kevin says, “With a local knowledgeable guide, you will see some
of the largest salt pans in the world, protected wetlands, excellent bird
viewing is available, delightful fur seals, and Bottlenose Dolphins come
to play around your kayak.”
Guests are joined by a guide on the water for 1 to 1.5 hours weather
permitting, and the entire trip takes in the region of 4,5 hours. Guests are
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A couple of hours’ drive north of Swakopmund, is the seal colony at Cape Cross. It is home to between 100,000 to 240,000
Cape fur seals at any given time.

back at Walvis Bay by 12,30pm. No experience is required, and all ages
from 3 years old, with an average fitness level, are welcome.
Apart from being immensely rewarding, it’s great fun. Refreshments
are served afterwards, and when you’re back home, the Van Schalkwyks
mail you complimentary photographs of your tour.
The tours run all year round, so if you’re heading for Namibia, make
your booking!

www.ecomarinekayak.com | info@ecomarinekayak.com
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Pause in the
Breede River
Valley
If you’re considering your great escape, you’ll be hard pressed to find somewhere finer
that ticks those escapist boxes. Wine, olives, hikes, bikes and more at the Country
House and Olive Farm, all in the exquisite Breede River Valley
Words: Anne Schauffer
Photographs: Supplied
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he Country House and Olive Farm is situated in the Breede River
Valley between McGregor, Bonnievale and the Robertson winelands.
There are three glorious dwellings, each unique, with their own charm,
ideal for family stays and little romantic hideaways. There’s the restored
three-bedroom self-catering Karoo-Georgian homestead, the Country House,
complete with sensational views and an infinity pool; the Hartbeeshuisie, a little
historic cottage tucked away in the olive grove; and the Kasteeltjie, a unit built
on a restored wine ‘kuip’.
You’ll find yourself on an olive grove of some 3 000 mature olive trees,
oodles of fynbos and renosterveld, blue cranes, river banks, shady valleys
and sensational forests. The opportunities to pursue simple pleasures in this
environment are endless.
Riverside picnics along the Breede River (or at a spot on the farm under
the 100-year-old Oak trees down by the seasonal Boesmans River) are a
real treat. Other favourites include the picnic boat trips on the Breede River
from Viljoensdrift; cycling routes and mountain biking trails close to the farm;
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Riverside picnics along the Breede River (or at a spot on the farm under
the 100-year-old Oak trees down by the seasonal Boesmans River) are a
real treat. Other favourites include the picnic boat trips on the Breede River
from Viljoensdrift; cycling routes and mountain biking trails close to the farm;
walking routes through the olive groves or along the farm roads, with access to
neighbouring farms; and sundowners on the sensational viewing deck on the
koppie opposite the Country House.
What’s more, there are numerous superb hiking trails in the surrounding
areas; birdwatching; star gazing; olive picking by arrangement during the
harvest season from March to early May; and, of course, wine- and spirit
tastings at the slew of wine farms, distilleries and breweries that dot the area.
Or, kick back on your veranda and savour the staggering views while
tucking into some Gooding’s Olives, which include first grade hand-picked
Mission and Kalamata varieties, cured in brine and bottled with vinegar and
olive oil. Yum! Pair them with a chilled bottle or two of wine from the region…
and then, later, light the braai fire on your veranda, and gaze at the stars.
You’ll be back.
www.countryhousebonnievale.co.za
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CELEBRATE LUXURIOUSLY AND BE IMMERSED
INTO CULTURAL RICHNESS.
With our wide range of viewing activities, you can get up close and personal
with the animals and explore Etosha’s untouched wilderness.
Book now, for an unforgettable experience.

T +264 61 431 8000 | Mokuti.res@ol.na

| www.mokutietoshalodge.com
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Hold on Tight by Mathieu Foulquié; Aquatic Life Finalist
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The
Big Picture
2020
From the beautiful to the bizarre, this photographic showcase of life on earth shines a light on
some of our planet's most amazing species and places
These images originally appeared on bioGraphic, an online magazine about science and sustainability and the official media
sponsor for the California Academy of Sciences' BigPicture: Natural World Photography Competition.

E

ach year, the California Academy of Sciences’ renowned BigPicture Photography Competition
celebrates some of the world’s best photographers and the year’s most striking images. Judged
by an esteemed panel of nature and conservation photography experts, including Suzi Eszterhas,
Tony Wu, and biographic contributing photo editor Sophie Stafford, the competition’s winning images
and finalists highlight Earth’s biodiversity and illustrate the many threats that our planet faces. Each
photo, in its own way, inspires viewers to protect and conserve the remarkable diversity of life on Earth.
Enjoy the winners and some of the personal favourites from this year’s competition.
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Guardians of the Giraffes by Ami Vitale; Photo Story Winner (one of six images)

Shelter in Place by Andy Parkinson; Grand Prize Winner
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The Titanic’s hull was weakened before it struck an iceberg. A fire began in one of the coal bunkers
approximately 10 days prior to the ship's departure, and continued to burn for several days into her voyage.

Mushroom Magic by Agorastos Papatsanis; Landscapes, Waterscapes, & Flora Finalist

Pond Skim by Piotr Naskrecki; Winged Life Winner
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Speed and Strategy by Yi Liu; Terrestrial Wildlife Winner

A Sticky Situation by Edwin Giesbers; Landscapes, Waterscapes, & Flora Winner
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Your thumb doesn't make a sound when you snap your fingers. The sound you hear is actually created by
your middle finger hitting against your palm, not your thumb rubbing against your index finger.

Hippo Huddle by Talib Almarri; Terrestrial Wildlife Finalist

A River Gone Awry by Juan Jesús González Ahumada; Art of Nature Winner
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The Cost of Cats by Jak Wonderly; Human/Nature Winner

Berg Buffet by Greg Lecouer; Aquatic Life Winner
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E=Mc squared: On the most basic level, the equation says that energy and mass (matter) are freely interchangeable; they are
different forms of the same thing. Under the right conditions, energy can become matter, and vice versa.

Snack Attack by Gunther De Bruyne; Human/Nature Finalist
www.bigpicturecompetition.org
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Mountain bike
safari in Namibia
There’s a wonderful flexibility of movement when you’re travelling on a bicycle. Add to that, the close contact
with the environment, the lack of engine noise, and the sense of freedom…and you’ll be hooked. Can you
think of anything better to do in September/October? Unlikely
Edited: Anne Schauffer
Photographs: Supplied
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anybody decide they have had enough that day, they simply radio ahead
and the support vehicle collects them.
Michelangelo asked Gareth Hardres-Williams of Anderson
Expeditions to describe what cyclists/guests would be in for. First off, the
trip is exclusive, with a maximum of six guests, and a specialist private
guide. From the rates paid, Anderson Expeditions makes a contribution
to the Children in the Wilderness on behalf of each rider.

t’s a first for them. It might be a first for anyone, really. Anderson
Expeditions has compiled a truly unique trip to Namibia. They’ve
included elements of previous trips they’ve done there, but this
particular configuration is a first. They’re as fired up as those signing up
to join them.
This new Namibian expedition travels through the private access
Palmwag Concession, a public-private community partnership between
Wilderness Safaris and the three adjacent communities – Torra, Anabeb
and Sesfontein – which administer the Palmwag concession.
This desert region is the legendary home of the last free-roaming
population of black rhino in the world, as well as desert-adapted
elephant, lion, brown and spotted hyena, jackal, cheetah, caracal,
leopard, oryx and springbok.
Guests fly in to Windhoek and overnight in the Namibian capital city
at the delightful Am Weinberg Boutique Hotel. The following morning,
everybody flies in to the Palmwag Concession in Damaraland…and,
drumroll….let the cycling begin. The bikes are transferred ahead, and are
ready and waiting for arrival. There’s full support for cyclists, so should

What’s different about exploring in this way?
In a nutshell…it’s the exploration of an ancient wilderness on a
bicycle, with the ability to truly feel at one with nature and the surrounds.
Gone are the sounds of vehicles and airplanes, and one is able to
immerse oneself in the wilderness. There is a sense of oneness with
the surrounds and the animals, not as well achieved when travelling
in a vehicle. The bike also presents the opportunity to stop and walk
to explore some more off-the- beaten track areas, giving the safari a
wonderful flexibility and absence of predictability.
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Can you tell me about a day in the life of this Anderson
Expedition?
A typical day on the biking portion of this safari involves an early
start and warm cup of coffee, with a delicious snack. Then it’s on the
bikes to beat the heat and winds. A good few hours in the saddle will
see riders make their way from Camp 1 to Camp 2, where a rejuvenating
meal awaits – with many a cold beer and GnT, too. We spend the
afternoon relaxing and exploring, with the opportunity to explore the
area around the camp on foot, and to track animals in the vicinity.
What exceptional experiences does Anderson Expeditions
have for guests?
This is a very intimate experience, and there is a huge ‘treat’ in
travelling with a private guide through this area. The guide ensures that
each day is filled with unique and exciting experiences, largely dictated
by the flow of the day and what is seen and experienced on any one day.
We also make sure experiences are exceptional and unique, and guests
can be sure of the best sundowner spots, surprise dinner spots, and so
on. The black rhino tracking is undoubtedly an activity of a lifetime.
Will this trip work for those for whom photography is their
passion?
Totally, there are few better places to visit if photography is your
interest and passion. Travelling by bike also affords the opportunity to
stop regularly to capture that perfect image. The specialist private guide
is also very well placed to advise and guide on photographic tips and
tricks.
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The dunes roar: Namibia is the only place on Earth where a lucky, well-timed visitor can hear the roar of the sand dunes.

Where do we stay?
The first night is spent at the new Am Weinberg Boutique Hotel;
thereafter, it’s 3 nights of fly camping, in three different locations en route
to the Skeleton Coast.
We spend two nights at the beautiful Wilderness Safaris Hoanib
Skeleton Coast Camp, and here the stay includes vehicle game drives,
private walking safaris, and the luxurious accommodation of this
incredible camp.
Our trip includes private charter flights to and from the start and end
destinations.
Tell me about the guides?
Either Phill Steffny or Richard Anderson, both very accomplished
guides who have travelled to Namibia an enormous amount. Both
are very good mountain bikers, and Phill in particular is an exceptional
photographic guide.
Meet them…
Meet Richard Anderson
As an eight-year-old boy visiting Kruger Park with his family, Richard
had the fortune of a near-death experience involving a lilac breasted
roller, a pride of lions feasting on a giraffe, two very angry black rhino
bulls and a game ranger recovering from a triple bypass. A life exploring
the wonders of Africa was, thereafter, inevitable.
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After university Richard was trained and subsequently guided in the
Kruger National Park and in Northern Zululand in South Africa where
his naturalist passions, including animal behaviour and bird watching,
were developed. He spent time leading leopard research safaris and as
a specialist private guide on various South African reserves. Pursuing his
passion for exploring the bush on foot, Richard then trained and qualified
as a walking trails guide and led multi-day walking safaris in the northern
Pafuri region of the Kruger National Park.
After an exploration of South America’s natural areas in Brazil,
Argentina, Bolivia, Peru and Chile, Richard was subsequently employed
by a leading lodge operator in Peru to head up their guide training and
guest experience division at their Amazon rainforest, Machu Picchu and
Cusco lodges.
On returning to Africa, Richard established himself as a pan-African
safari guide, leading specialist trips throughout southern and east Africa
as far afield as the Horn of Africa and the central, west region of the
continent. He has led kayaking expeditions in Madagascar, walking trails
in the Kruger Park, cultural expeditions to the Omo Valley, canoe trails on
the Zambezi river and flying safaris on the Skeleton Coast. He regularly
guides trips to Namibia, South Africa, Botswana, Rwanda, Tanzania and
Kenya and has recently added Ethiopia and Chad to his repertoire.
This template for tailormade expeditions fitted perfectly with
Richard’s knowledge and experience of the South American continent.
He has led expeditions in search of jaguars and tapirs in the Brazilian
Pantanal, trekking adventures through the Andes in Peru, yacht-based
explorations of the Galapagos Islands and journeys to the “end of the
world” in Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego.
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There are three main classifications for Cognac: VS, or Very Special, has been aged at least two years (Cognacs marked with three stars are also
VS); VSOP, or Very Superior Old Pale, has been aged at least four years; XO, or Extra Old, Cognac will need 10 years of aging to qualify as XO.

Meet Phill Steffny
It’s been proven time and time again that your safari is only as
good as your guide. Passion, enthusiasm and the ability to interpret
your experience is paramount to meeting all your expectations. The
opportunity to build relationships from start to finish is just as important,
not to mention the fact that your private guide is not only there to interpret
the wildlife experience, but will also deal with logistics and other issues
which may arise, giving you time and space to sit back, relax and enjoy
the show. In the words of Moses and Shelly (friends and guests): “After
you’ve had great coffee, it’s hard to drink ordinary coffee. After you’ve had
great chocolate, it’s hard to eat ordinary chocolate. After you’ve had a truly
great guided safari, it’s hard to accept an ordinary safari.”
“Take your safari experience beyond ordinary. Phill Steffny is a truly
great safari guide and he made our safari experience extraordinary.”
Moses Brown and Dr. Shelly Stelzer.
Looking after people’s expectations while on safari in Africa has
always been in Phill’s blood. He spent his childhood on a game reserve
in the vicinity of the Kruger National Park. Attending an outdoor-based
school, and getting his first job as a river guide at the age of 15 gave him
the responsibility of the safety kayaker on some of Africa’s wildest rivers.
It was a natural progression that as soon as he left school in 1998, after a

six month stint of professional rugby in Germany, he joined one of South
Africa’s most prestigious safari companies (&beyond, formerly CCAfrica)
as a naturalist guide at the young age of 19.
Being part of such a well-established company afforded him the
opportunity to work and live in a number of Africa’s wildlife hotspots. He
began his guiding career in the subtropical region of Kwa-Zulu Natal in
South Africa, then moved further afield to Botswana’s Okavango Delta,
and explored Zimbabwe and Namibia, before moving back down to his
home country and childhood environment of the Kruger National Park. He
spent half a decade in the diverse Karoo biosphere in the Eastern Cape,
before moving to Cape Town with his family more than two years ago.
Since then, he’s been offering his services as a professional private
guide throughout a number of African countries. He leads many safaris to
Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Ethiopia, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Botswana and
South Africa. He considers himself a naturalist guide whose main aim is
to exceed the expectations of every group of guests he guides.
Whether it’s hiking, photography, birds, walking – the list is endless.
His passion, enthusiasm and sometimes crazy humour has allowed him
to build some ever-lasting friendships with all his guests, no matter
where their special interests lie.

www.andersonexpeditions.com | info@andersonexpeditions.com
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Dreaming about the

Morning

For an incomparable experience,
choose our world-class hub of exclusivity.
For visitors seeking sea breezes, picturesque views and plenty to keep you entertained
every day, the Strand Hotel Swakopmund is your optimal choice. Book your stay now.

T + 264 64 411 4000 | www.strandhotelswakopmund.com | www.ol-leisure.com
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Prepaid

CELEBRATE LUXURIOUSLY AND BE IMMERSED
INTO CULTURAL RICHNESS.
Give your home and business a boost with affordable, UNLIMITED 12-month internet.

With our wide range of viewing activities, you can get up close and personal
Package
2048k
4096k
6144k
8192k
10240k
with the animals
and explore
Etosha’s untouched
wilderness.
Download Speed
2048k
6144k
8192k
10240k
Book4096k
now, for an unforgettable
experience.
Upload Speed

1024k

2048k

2048k

2048k

11,373

14,270

U N LIMIT ED

Internet Usage
Once-Off Fee
(N$ VAT Excl.)

2048k

3,560

5,090

6,273

*CPE Excluded

REDUCE
RATES D

Sign up for our Speedlink Prepaid package promotion with
FREE installation, for a once-off payment from as little as N$3,560.
Promotion valid until 27 August 2020.
For more information, visit your nearest Teleshop or call us Toll Free on 1100.
Terms and Conditions Apply.

T +264 61 431 8000 | Mokuti.res@ol.na

| www.mokutietoshalodge.com
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n August of 2009, two brave Portuguese adventurers attempted a mission to drive across Africa in an old Mini. Ricardo Mota and Adalberto Salveira
had a dream of proving just how tough the petit Mini is, and this adventure would be their way of paying tribute to the tiny car.
They bought an old Mini in Durban and immediately headed to Maputo in Mozambique. From there, they would drive from the Indian Ocean across
Africa all the way to Luanda on the Atlantic coast.
The two intrepid adventurers left Maputo on the 3rd of August, trversing Africa's rough roads in their little Mini. Mota and Salveira travelled about
1,000km per day, crossing the northern part of South Africa and heading into Botswana before making it to Namibia.
Although they didn't encounter any serious problems, the trip was not without its challenges. A couple of flat tyres caused minor problems, but the weak
headlights on the old Mini made driving at night challenging, especially with huge swarms of mosquitoes getting in the way!
When the finally made it to the Angola border for the final part of their trip, Fate dealt them a cruel hand. Due to visa problems, they would not be
allowed into the country. Mota and Salveira were devastated - their dream lay in shards just a few hundred kilometres from their final destination.
But Fate had another plan in store for them - turning around at the border and heading south through Namibia, Mota and Salveira arrived at Joe's
Beerhouse. Here, the two adventurers regaled guests with their tales of adventure on Africa's roads, sipping cold beers and getting the occasional opportunity
to converse in their mother tongue with other Angoles visitor's to Joe's.
So impressed were the two with the hospitality (and cold beer and delicious food) that they donated their now-legendary Mini to Joe's Beerhouse.
Today, Joe's Beerhouse is proud to have been part of this amazing tale of adventure, and our owners eagerly retll the tale of Ricardo Mota and Adalberto
Salveira to anyone who asks about the old Mini standing outside.

A Great Escape

So much more than just another restaurant. For people who still
dream of a genuinely great escape.
+264 61 232 457 | info@joesbeerhouse.com | www.joesbeerhouse.com
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African Eyes Optometrist is a family oriented practice situated
in Maerua Mall, easy accessible with ample parking. You will be
greeted by our experienced team who will make you feel welcome.
On display in our practice is a wide variety of frames and sunglasses,
from entry level frames to high end fashion pieces. African Eyes
Optometrist is a patient centric practice and we strive to deliver
quality optometric care whilst developing a personal relationship
with our patients. We look forward to welcome you in our practice!

The lodge itself lies at the heart of the N/a’an ku sê Reserve.
Modelled on the surrounding landscape, with its archetypal African
bush veld, N/a’an ku sê Lodge is at one with the nature we strive
to protect. Established as one of Namibia’s only charity lodges in
support of the N/a’an ku sê Foundation’s many humanitarian and
conservation projects, all activities are inherently linked to the
cultures and wildlife of this “land God made in anger”.

Nictus Furnishers is the largest furniture retailer in Namibia with
branches in Windhoek, Walvis Bay, Swakopmund, Tsumeb and
Ongwediva. Nictus takes pride in being a furniture connoisseur
operating on the core principles of quality, value, variety and service.
In relation to competitors, Nictus offers quality at prices affordable
to everyone. Bring your copy of the Michelangelo magazine along
and pay 0 admin fees when opening an account.
The Safari Court Hotel**** and Hotel Safari*** offer accommodation
in over 400 bedrooms of various categories and at extremely
competitive room rates. Enjoy the facilities of 3 restaurants, 4 bars, 2
swimming pools in beautiful gardens and the Safari Court Wellness
Centre and Oukolele Day Spa. WiFi available on the premises for
hotel guests. Namibia’s largest and modern Conference Centre
offers facilities for conferencing and banqueting for between 10 and
2400 delegates in over 30 different venues.

According to a Scandanavian legend ‘Thule’ refers to a mythical
place that exists at the frontier of reality- the edge of the world where reality and imagination meet. High on a hill above the city
of Windhoek, where the free winds blow and far horizons beckon,
our unique Hotel offers unsurpassed views, an exclusive getaway
and warm hospitality. Come and enjoy the relaxing pleasures of a
remote country estate.

The well-established Hasselt Optics, based on a German masteroptician heritage, successfully fuses modern frames, fashion and
lens technology with state-of-the-art eye testing and diagnostic
equipment. Special interests are Ortho-K (Myopia control), Scleral
lenses (Keratoconus, corneal irregularities) and soft + hard contact
lenses. Your first choice for functionality and style in a wide range of
designer and non-designer frames and sunglasses.
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The D’Vine Ones

Rolanie Lotz

Lazanou Organic Vineyards
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olanie Lotz has always loved science and the outdoors, so winemaking felt like the perfect choice for her.
Having grown up in Paarl as part of a family of grape farmers, she completed her studies at the Elsenburg
Agricultural Training Institute in Stellenbosch and began her career as a winemaker at Simonsvlei International
in her hometown. Six years later, Rolanie began her career at Rheboksloof in Paarl where she is currently the head
winemaker. Her involvement with Lazanou Organic Vineyards started on a contract basis in 2011 and she has served
as a consultant winemaker ever since.
With these dual roles, others might find the workload overwhelming, but she takes it all in her stride. The process
has been made easier by the fact that Lazanou Organic Vineyards and Rhebokskloof produce many of the same
cultivars, including her two favourites, Chenin Blanc and Shiraz. Both estates also have a Rhône-style red blend, a
wooded Chardonnay and a Chenin Blanc-based white blend in their portfolios. “These are all cultivars that perform very
well in our area of Paarl and Wellington,” says Rolanie. “The quality of the grapes that I receive from Lazanou Organic
Vineyards makes my job a pleasure.”
Rolanie’s goal during the production process is always to preserve as much of the natural fruit and character of the
grapes as possible, with strong emphasis on elegance and balance in the final product. She loves the creativity of the
work. “As a winemaker, you are allowed to play around a bit in terms of style with these varieties. The organic grapes
and winemaking methods also provide a different dynamic.”
Lazanou Organic Vineyards is both a trend-setter and an industry leader in the field of organic winemaking. The
farm is situated in the picturesque Wellington valley and was bought by Josef Lazarus and Candice Stephanou in
2002 with the sole intention, at the time, of living a more sustainable and self-sufficient lifestyle in the country. When
the owners decided to begin the process of making the farm wine-producing, they realised that the sole extent of the
vineyards was 0.61 hectare of Chenin Blanc. After establishing a vegetable garden, fruit orchard, olive grove, cow and
sheep pastures together with chicken and duck coops, approximately 4.86 hectares were left. This was planted over
with vines, giving the farm a total of 5.47 hectares under vineyards which includes a number of biodiversity zones, with
plant species that attract ladybirds and other insects that naturally prevent potential diseases in the vineyards, such
as downy mildew. Lazanou Organic Vineyards is certified organic by Ecocert in accordance with the European Union
Organic Standards.
The farm’s first vintage was, naturally, a Chenin Blanc 2007. Since then, wines from Lazanou Organic Vineyards
have won multiple local and international awards, including the Trophy for the Best Organic Wine at the 2012, 2015,
2017 and 2019 Michelangelo International Wine & Spirits Awards for its Syrah 2009, Syrah/Mourvedre 2013 Reserve,
Chenin/Chardonnay/Viognier 2017 and Chenin/Chardonnay/Viognier 2018.
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Bernard le Roux

Zorgvliet

B

ernard le Roux first became enamoured with wine while working as a waiter at a school function where his task
for the night was to pour the wine. That evening, he just so happened to meet wine legend Beyers Truter, who
was a guest at the event. “Beyers was so charismatic. I got interested in wine then and there.”
It seems that this particular path was kismet since Bernard’s grandfather worked in the industry. He took the
budding oenophile to meet a few winemakers to learn about the business and the rest, as they say, is history.
While obtaining his degree in Oenology at Stellenbosch University, he got hands-on experience at Flagstone, under
Bruce Jack who has been hailed as one of the most engaging characters in the global wine trade. “Bruce got me really
excited about wine. He was a pioneer as far as creativity was concerned. He is a great marketer and always had great
stories to tell about his wines. Good wines do need great stories.”
Bernard later joined Hamilton Russell Vineyards, working two vintages with Kevin Grant. “He instilled a disciplined
and focussed approach to winemaking in me. He exposed me to the subtle and sometimes alarming impact of terroir
and taught me that wine that is made to reflect a specific site mostly needs a delicate touch.”
This was followed by a yacht trip to Australia via the Seychelles and the Maldives which was cut short and he
returned to South Africa as a cellar-hand at Tokara. He later left to become a winemaker at Vilafonté with Zelma Long
and Phil Freese. “With their vast winemaking experience, they gave me great exposure to great wines from around
the world, taught me the value of meticulous viticulture, the art of blending and to employ the scientific method in the
winemaking process.”
Feeling that he was becoming too focused on Bordeaux reds and wanting to gain more experience, he tried his
hand at managing the vineyard at Noble Hill before joining Zorgvliet as a winemaker where he has been responsible
for creating award-winning wines like the Zorgvliet Cabernet Franc 2017 which took home a Trophy at the 2019
Michelangelo International Wine & Spirits Awards. “It is an honour to win any award, but more so for our Cabernet
Franc as this is the cultivar that I am currently the most passionate about. Of course, the award is for the wine and not
a single person as it takes a monumental team effort to make good wines.”
Situated seven kilometres outside of Stellenbosch, in the heart of the winelands you will find Zorgvliet - a place
of serenity and ultimate beauty. Since 2002, it has been under the ownership of the van der Merwe family. In 2010
Stephan and Izelle van der Merwe took over the farm. Family values are the foundation of the business. In addition to
being home to award-winning wines, Zorgvliet also offers a wedding venue, bistro -style restaurant and picnic area
which is open between September and April. “Our wine tasting venue is a beautiful Cape Dutch manor house built in
1860 and the view of the Banghoek Mountains and valley is breath-taking,” says Bernard.
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Michelangelo | ART & CULTURE | ARTIST PROFILE: HARI LUALHATI

Life Lessons
Artworks of Hari Lualhati are inspired by life lessons. She feels that we are often destructed by the
busy world that’s why she creates artworks that will serve as a reminder about the beauty and
value of life and the idea that we are all connected to one another.

Edited: Anne Schauffer
Photographs: Hari Lualhati
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H

ari Lualhati was born in what is known as
the Art Capital of the Philippines - Angono
Rizal. From an early age, she was keen
on art, more specifically, drawing: “I remember
whenever there was a great cartoon on TV and
we couldn’t afford to buy illustrations/stickers of
those cartoon characters, I just drew them on a
sheet of paper. The same applied to my favourite
Disney movies – they inspired me to draw cartoon
characters, and of becoming an animator at Disney
one day.”
But Hari wasn’t to be a cartoonist. Even before
she went to school, the entrance exam required
that children draw their fathers: “Most kids drew
stick figures, but my figure drawing even then had
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volume and detail.” Throughout her schooling,
she was always the school’s art representative for
competitions, and was consistently awarded Artist
of the Year.
She was an early entrepreneur: “When I was
very young, I would transform empty shampoo
bottles into dolls. I’d draw faces on them, dress
them in clothing, and sell them for a few cents to
the kids in my neighbourhood.” When she started
school, whenever there were school projects which
needed illustrations, she’d accept commissions from
her classmates: “I’d draw for them and they’d pay
me. Throughout my schooling, even the teachers
and principal would commission paintings.”
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South Africa is the second largest exporter of citrus fruit in the world, after Spain.

Her love of art was no flash in the pan, and by 2006, she’d
completed a Bachelor of Fine Arts Cum Laude at the University of the
Philippines. Three years later she arrived in Cape Town, and is now
based in the Blouberg area as a full-time artist…and loving it.
Hari’s art is inspired by life lessons: “I believe that in life we
encounter different experiences that can teach us valuable lessons,
but because the world is full of distractions, we tend to forget them.
But these are inspiring lessons that make us appreciate ourselves and
our lives more. My goal is to create artworks that will preserve and
share these lessons.”
She loves the freedom she’s experiencing as an artist: “I’m so grateful
for the freedom to express myself, to choose the concept, style, and
message I can deliver through art. For me, this freedom adds passion to
the artist’s creative process that transcends to the viewers of the artwork.
I also love being able to influence emotions and touch hearts.”
Hari’s says she tends to tell a story by using symbolism: “I paint my
subject in a realistic style so people can easily recognise and connect
to it. Some parts of the painting are often painted in a more expressive
way to create balance and enhance the emotion the artwork needs.
The form of the human body, specifically naked, has always fascinated
me. I find it elegant, classic and very relatable. There is also a feeling
of sincerity that I love seeing on a naked form, that’s why I make the
human figure my main subject.” She also incorporates animals and
nature with her figures, to show we’re all connected.
Hari’s a stickler for quality: “I’m very strict on that, and that’s why it
takes me some time to finish a piece. I never rush my work. I give each
piece enough time to develop, and I don’t stop painting a section until
I’m totally satisfied. I want my artworks to look good when viewed from
a distance, as well as impressing with the detail when viewed up close.
My goal is not only to create artworks that are visually beautiful, but
technically too. I don’t stop working on a piece until it speaks to me.”
Hari paints largely in oils on canvas, but also graphite drawings
on paper. She exhibits in numerous art galleries, and not only shows
her work in South Africa, but worldwide. The first time she exhibited
in Germany, she represented South Africa for NordArt Exhibition, the
largest juried exhibition in Europe. She was also chosen to exhibit at
The MEAM - European Museum of Modern Art - in Barcelona in Spain.
Hari Lualhati’s paintings are distinctively hers.

Contact Hari Lualhati:
Mobile: +27 832503808
Email: harilualhati_artist@hotmail.com
Website: http://harilualhati.yolasite.com/
Follow Hari Lualhati on her Social Media Accounts:
“Like” Hari Lualhati Facebook Artist Page:
https://www.facebook.com/HariLualhati/
Follow Me On Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/harilualhati/
Subscribe to my YouTube Channel:
http://www.youtube.com/subscription_center?add_user=HariLualhatiArtist
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Namibia Heart Center
&

Roman Catholic Hospital
are pleased to announce the opening
of our

HEART ATTACK CENTER
at

ROMAN CATHOLIC HOSPITAL
A Heart attack (myocardial infarction) is caused by sudden blockage of the coronary artery by a
blood clot. If not treated immediately it can cause damage to the heart or death. 20% of patients
who develop a heart attack die before reaching the hospital. The blocked artery must be opened
as soon as possible, in order to save the heart and life of the patient!
CORONARY ARTERY
OPENED BY BALLOON
& STENT

CORONARY
ARTERY BLOCKED

WILL PROVIDE A 24/7 EMERGENCY SERVICE FOR PATIENTS WITH A SUSPECTED or CONFIRMED
HEART ATTACK.
Patients with sudden chest pains or shortness of breath should call our emergency number
at 085-911, or go directly to our Emergency Unit at Roman Catholic Hospital.

Doctors dealing with patients with a suspected myocardial infarction should call our heart attack
coordinator at 085-911, to activate the Heart Attack Response Team. The patient should be
referred immediately to our Emergency Unit at Roman Catholic Hospital.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: STATE PATIENTS WITHOUT ANY MEDICAL AID SHOULD GO DIRECTLY TO THE
EMERGENCTY UNIT at KATUTURA STATE HOSPITAL, WHERE THEY WILL RECEIVE THE INITIAL TREATMENT.

OUR TEAM IS READY
TO SAVE YOUR HEART

DM0201800315394 DS
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 Surgical results comparable with the best world heart centers
 Surgical results comparable with the best world heart centers
 Experienced surgeon in-house = safety for our patients !!
EMERGENCIES = PATIENTS WITH POSSIBLE HEART ATTACK, BLACKOUT, SEVERE ARRHYTHMIA, PALPITATIONS or BREATHLESSNESS:
Please call our emergency cardiac number 085-911 or come urgently (send your patient) to Casualty at Roman Catholic Hospital
EMERGENCIES = PATIENTS WITH POSSIBLE HEART ATTACK, BLACKOUT, SEVERE ARRHYTHMIA, PALPITATIONS or BREATHLESSNESS:
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URGENT REFERRAL TO CARDIOLOGIST = PATIENTS TO BE SEEN or ADMITTED WITHIN A FEW DAYS
Please call our emergency cardiac number 085-911 or come urgently (send your patient) to Casualty at Roman Catholic Hospital
Please send SMS or WhatApp to 0818-764-807 with the patient name and contact number and the patient will be contacted a.s.a.p.
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Please send SMS or WhatApp to 0818-764-807 with the patient name and contact number and the patient will be contacted a.s.a.p.
ROUTINE REFERRALS or APPOINTMENTS KINDLY CALL OUR SECRETARY ON 061-246-000 or FAX THE REFRERRAL TO 061-253-635

ROUTINE REFERRALS or APPOINTMENTS KINDLY CALL OUR SECRETARY ON 061-246-000 or FAX THE REFRERRAL TO 061-253-635
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 Experienced surgeon in-house = safety for our patients !!

Benefits
• Low in fat, calories & cholesterol
• High in iron & protein
• Contains Vitamin B, B12, Omega 3 & Calcium

Cooking tips
• Cook slowly & on low heat
• Marinate overnight for a perfect “braai”

Available at the following:
• Woermann Brock Ae/Gamms & Olympia
• Beukes Spar • Elisenheim Spar
• OK Foods Baines Centre & Independence
• Hartlief Shop • The Fisher Restaurant
• Game Grove, Southern Indusrial & Oshakati
• Viëtor & Raaf Spar (Aranos)
• Platteland Meat Market (B1 City Mall)

Healthier • Leaner • Superior
+264 81 218 4714 • +264 81 756 5566
info@goco.com.na

Contact the Meat Board
Tel: +264 61 275 830
E-mail: info@nammic.com.na
Website: www.nammic.com.na
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Sudoku

source: www.sudokuoftheday.com

EASY

MEDIUM

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Gymnastics commentator Matt (5)
4. Henley Regatta river (6)
9. UAE West Ham loan signing (7)
10. Fielder between slips and point (5)
11. Horse colour for BBC News sports editor Dan
(4)
12. Multi-gold medal winning American sprinter
Felix (7)
13. Valley Stadium at Sheffield (3)
14. Jacket worn by trap two greyhound (4)
16. Wimbledon manager Ardley (4)
18. Dog Lewis Moody (3)
20. Notts County manager Moniz (7)
21. Brazil's most famous footballer (4)
24. Test Match Special commentator Blofeld (5)
25. Partick follower (7)
26. Norwich City manager 2007-09 (6)
27. Open Championship course (5)

1. The venue for Ryder Cup on four occasions (6)
2. Top country at 2015 World Athletics
Championships (5)
3. Racecourse bar (4)
5. Games held at Braemar (8)
6. English Solheim Cup golfer Reid (7)
7. (6)
8. Gleneagles trainer O'Brien (5)
13. £52 million Manchester City signing (2,6)
15. Required by horse racing trainer (7)
17. Late Australia opening batsman Morris (6)
18. Left-arm spinner Panesar (5)
19. Light used by cricket umpires (6)
22. Gold medal winning decathlete Ashley (5)
23. Carling expressing consent (4)
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Make your cash grow,
with the Liberty Capital Bond.
How is the current drought affecting you? Are you forced to think creatively to manage your cashflow and generate an income? Do you have
excess cash from livestock sales? Are you worried about the tax implications on earnings generated through these sales and how that will
affect your future ability to restock? Then the Liberty Capital Bond is ideal for you.
Traditional cash investment vehicles offer limited returns, even in the long term. The Capital Bond enables you to increase your returns by
investing in a range of investments over time. With the potential to outperform inflation, the Capital Bond lets your money grow, to fund
future expenses like equipment and machinery, or restructure your business to ensure future sustainability.
The Capital Bond also offers significant tax benefits, including tax savings on the investment amount and subsequent contributions, favourable
tax rates on investment returns, and the ability to deduct business related expenses on withdrawal of funds from the Capital Bond. You’ll also
enjoy affordable access to the investment expertise of a dedicated fund manager.
To make your money work for you now, email:
info@liberty.com.na or call: +264 61 294 2343 or +264 64 207 780 and ask to speak to a Liberty Advisor.

ADVICE

INSURE

INVEST
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MMYYEE II SSHHAA

www.myeishanamibia.com
info@myeishanamibia.com
Tel: +264 (0)81 202 8916
Workshop

Meet artisans at work
1 Groot Tiras Street
Eros | Windhoek
Monday – Friday: 07.30 – 16.30

WINDHOEK

Hilton Windhoek

Mezzanine Floor
c/o Rev Michael Scott Street
& Sam Nujoma Drive
Monday – Friday: 07.30 – 10.30
Saturday: 09.00 – 11.00
Tel: +264 (0)81 202 8916

T R E N D HAUS
Trendhaus Swakopmund

Otto Günther Courtyard
3 Tobias Hainyeko Street
Monday – Friday: 09:00 – 17:00
Saturday: 09:00 – 13:00
Tel: +264 (0)64 402 621

Journeys
OFFERING

Q UI N T E S S E N T I A L

A DV E N T U R E S

www.journeysnamibia.com

myeishaNAMIBIA

myeisha_namibia
AUGUST 2020
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Relax | Refresh | Refuel

SCAN & SAVE UP
TO 15% ONLINE

Whatever airline you fly and whatever class of ticket you hold,
our Bidvest Lounges are the oasis of comfort, relaxation and
pleasure for you at the airport.

bidvestlounge@bidair.co.za | www.bidvestlounge.co.za
@BidvestLounge

#BidvestLounge
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#BidvestPremierLounge
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Home

INTERNET SO FAST
IT’S ALWAYS
GAME ON.
SIGN UP NOW & GET
FREE INSTALLATION*
Contact us on spectra@mtc.com.na
or call Toll Free: 90 111
Ts & Cs Apply

mtc.com.na
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Promotion valid from 25 June to 24 September 2020.
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from

N$779
PM x12

